
 

ADMINISTRATION OVERVIEW:  

 

THE SERVICE to HUMANITY:  

Pascas Foundation (Aust) Ltd (incorporated 16 September 2008 and confirmed as a Designated Gift 

Recipient by the Australian Federal Taxation Authority from that date) is a not-for-profit / charity.  Its focus 

is education and health without any limitations on what it can engage in doing worldwide for humanity. 

Pascas does not intend to do what others are doing.  Pascas does not need to engage in what others are 

committed in doing.  Pascas does not intend doing what others have done in multiple differing ways and 

have found to fail.  Pascas is about introducing what has now been revealed as our pathway forward. 

Few people understand that our Childhood Suppression, which begins at the moment of conception and 

continues through to the age of six years, is the underlying cause of ALL that ails society worldwide.  

Universities remain blind to this and their curriculums for humanities, social welfare, psychology and 

psychiatry remain stagnated in perpetuating erroneous dogma and platforms.  The loss of education fees 

due to bringing to students attention that their personal woes have been infused in them by their parents 

stifles truth. 

We each have been infused with all of our parents’ emotional injuries and errors of belief, so much so that 

we typically calibrate on Dr David R Hawkins’ Map of Consciousness (MoC), at the same level as one or 

the other of our parents and we remain locked into their impositions on us until we die – thus then we do 

the same thing to our own children.  There you have it – society worldwide is trapped in repeating cycles 

of stagnation! 

Further, now Revealers have shown how we can heal ourselves of this impost – and it is free! 

Communities that calibrate less than 200 MoC on the Map of Consciousness fill our prisons, have low to 

very low incomes, poor health and shortened lives – this is the vast majority of all people around the world.  

People who calibrate over 400 MoC are the leaders of society – though typically not politicians presently!  

A little over 4% of the populations calibrate over 500 MoC.  Being mind-centric limits us to a peak of 499. 

It has also been revealed how ALL of the institutionalised systems around the world have been structured 

to keep humanity from evolving.  This is by the way we each have been indoctrinated in how we are to live 

our life.  We all – you and me – have been brought up to worship our minds, to live mind-centric, to suppress 

and ignore our feelings.  There are no exceptions.  Our parents start us on this erroneous path, then 

preschool, primary school, high school, higher education, employment and all levels of government.  All 

systems are based on mind-centricity.  Our minds cannot discern truth from falsehood!  Our minds are 

addicted to untruth.  98% of all assumptions are errors – being our mind’s attraction to untruth.  ALL 

research papers are typically based on assumptions!  Observe your own assumptions and count those that 

prove themselves. 

Our feelings are always in truth.  In fact we are to long for, ask for, desire for, yearn to know what is the 

truth behind our feelings – it will come to us!  We are fully self-contained.  All we need is within. 

Thus, Pascas Foundation (Aust) Ltd, in a Pascas University setting, is to review ALL curricula throughout 

all levels of education and bring to attention the alternatives.  Pascas is not imposing a new system, it is to 

draw attention to the errors and subjugation of all due to the current methods employed and to enable those 

involved with the current teaching platforms to give their students the choice. 

This situation is particularly critical throughout the health modalities. 

We are seeing all around us that common sense is no longer common.  As societies grow fundamentally 

dependent upon technology, such societies collapse.  Yes, there have been larger populations on Earth than 

there is today and the same has unfolded time and time again.   
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Propaganda is amazingly effective, worldwide.  Look at how rapidly societies locked themselves up due to 

‘health officers’ telling them to do so throughout the coronavirus Covid-19 pandemic.  There are countless 

situations and evidence of just how stupefied and mummified societies currently are.  Embracing and living 

“feelings first” draws out the awareness of errors in leaders’ decisions. 

This is the biggest evolutionary moment in the history of humanity on Earth, throughout all of the one 

million years of it.  We are being guided as to how to end and heal our personal Rebellion and Default.  We 

are being provided with a new way of living – Living Feelings First.  Through Living Feelings First we 

will heal ourselves of all we have taken on of the Rebellion and Default.  Should we complete our Healing 

while living here in the physical on Earth, then we will be living a Celestial soul condition here on Earth.  

This has not been achieved by anyone prior to the year 2020.  The difference is amazing! 

As the Great U-Turn begins for the world from the Gold Coast, in south-east Queensland, Australia, through 

Pascas Foundation (Aust) Ltd, it is Pascas’ agenda to bring this awareness and introduction to every 

country, society and community throughout the world.  Pascas will not go anywhere, but it is to support 

those who seek to understand what has been revealed and then go on to embrace them as they see 

appropriate.   

Thus, Pascas has resources available to it to greatly expand education, health, essential services and new 

technologies worldwide.  A major focus is to be cooperation with a global food security program. 

The United Nations includes 193 member countries plus 2 recognised independent nations (Vatican City 

and Palestine).  When territories are considered, the number is much more.  However, when we consider 

the uniqueness of different regions, states and ethnic groups requiring specific focus, then the number grows 

further.  For nations like Russia, United States America, India, China, etc., then further localised focus is 

required.  Each community may require differing support structured for them. 

Generally speaking, the number of teachers worldwide could be doubled and in many localities, multiplied 

even further.  Classrooms of 40 and more are still common, whereas classrooms of 12, having students 

tutoring themselves, is desired.  Presently there are very few classrooms like this. 

Doctors in some locations are less than 1 per 10,000 patients, whereas 3 per 1,000 is rare. 

Nurses are chronically in short supply worldwide.  They are not given the credence and support they 

deserve. 

It begins! 
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This is all a primary focus for Pascas on a worldwide scale.  Education is the driver of all progress.  Nothing 

progresses without education.  The systems currently employed worldwide are all in compliance with the 

hidden control of suffocation of the students so they remain submissive throughout their lives. 

Kindly go to www.pascashealth.com, then to the Library Download page, scroll a long way down to 

Corporate Alliances and you will be able to download specific Pascas business plans and financial 

feasibilities for about a dozen countries.  This reveals the diversity of Pascas support to be initiated.  A 

study like this will unfold where required all over the world.  The psychic barriers within each population 

are many and varied, all of these barriers need to be addressed.  The levels of corruption in each society are 

incomprehensible.   

 

 

 

 

The revelations that have now been provided mark this time in the history of humanity as the most exciting 

time ever experienced.  We are not talking about recorded history, we are talking about the 993,500 years 

that Earth’s humanity has been striving for human perfection.  As of this writing, there are already 60,000 

pages of records outlining what has been provided and that involves 20,000,000 words.  The New Testament 

of the Bible is considered to have 185,000 words.  Well folks, the New Testament has now also been 

corrected!  You will find that in the link provided above, in the Medical – Soul Condition & Health section. 

CHILDREN FIRST and WOMEN’s LIBERATION:  

 

 

 

 

and 

http://www.pascashealth.com/
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The greatest gift we can give our child, is allowing it to be freely able to express itself, helping it to 

feel good about being able to say and express and communicate all it feels.  THERE IS NOTHING 

BETTER FOR A CHILD TO FEEL THAN KNOWING ITS PARENTS COMPLETELY WANT IT 

TO BE EXACTLY HOW IT FEELS IT WANTS TO BE.  To be completely unconditionally 

accepted for all that it is.  Then it feels loved.  Put children first. 

and 

Women ARE the true spiritual leaders, ARE able to live true to their feelings, and need to be 

recognised as such, appreciated for being so amazing in that capacity, and so supported and put 

first, something the man finds hard to do because of all his rebellious programming about being the 

superior dominant one.   

Parents who are fully healed through Feeling Healing will come to find that their children will not suffer 

illness!  As parents make some progress with their Feeling Healing, benefits do pass to their children.  

However, it is most likely that generations will come and go before society achieves utopia. 

INNOVATIONS:  

Through a network of associations, an incredible array of innovations are available to Pascas so that it may 

implement solutions and pathways for communities in need all around the world in unique ways. 

Education is the driver of all progress.  Without education nothing can nor does unfold. 

Literacy may typically require more than four years for a student to achieve proficiency.  A literacy 

curriculum that Pascas is to introduce worldwide has been achieving after six months, within numerous 

schools, levels of literacy that have been requiring four years to be achieved otherwise. 

Additional innovations will see education becoming fun rather than the suppression and stress riddled 

environment that is currently imposed upon children and students at all levels. 

Should you ask your health care professional; ‘what is the underlying cause of the discomfort, pain, illness 

or disease that I am presenting to you?’ none can answer you because they do not know. 

Worldwide, we are led to believe that vaccinations have eliminated some diseases.  None have been.  If the 

disease does not re-emerge in a more virulent form, then they are reappearing in as a slightly different 

illness.  Over the long term, vaccines are making the disease more difficult for us to manage.   
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No pain, discomfort or illness that we personally experience is greater than the pain we personally 

experienced throughout our Childhood Suppression during our life from conception to age of six years.  

That is telling you just how tough it was for each of us throughout our childhood forming years! 

Health issues are to prompt us to long to know the truth of our feelings and for us to express to a companion 

what we are feeling and come to understand through our longing for the truth of what we experience. 

Those who fully express all of their childhood suppression and ongoing repression experiences will then 

have no further need for health issues.  The health issues ONLY stop upon completion in full of our Feeling 

Healing.  Any abatement as we progress would see us become complacent and we would discontinue with 

our personal Feeling Healing. 

Viruses are more of the spirit etheric body than of the physical body.  Health sciences do not recognise the 

spirit body and consequently are unable to deal with a virus at its source and can only work on physical 

host cells once the virus takes hold.  Health sciences do not cure anyone.  Health sciences do suppress the 

symptoms and discomforts leaving the underlying issues to re-emerge at a later date. 

Health practices are to undergo a major overhaul and a quantum shift in methodologies and guidance. 

PASCAS Supported Methodologies: 

Permaculture is a multi-faceted food security system that extends across many resource driven industries.  

Its biodiversity application is impressive.  Within most communities, the introduction of permaculture can 

deliver food security, alleviate poverty and create pathways to prosperity through cooperatives engaging in 

value adding natural resources. 

Pascas is about permanent and long term solutions.  It is not about temporary fixes, though they have their 

place and are appropriate in particular circumstances. 

Much if not most of the buildings worldwide are constructed with Portland cement.  The life of such cement 

is around 80 years and then the buildings need demolition.  Geopolymer cement is more akin to Roman 

cement.  The life of such cement is indefinite.  Consider a building to be viable for 400 years or much 

longer. 

Resilient housing takes into consideration environmental changes and their extremes.  Now that ALL 

weather stations’ data is being collated, it is evident that the propaganda machines, particularly those of 

some governments, that carbon dioxide (CO2) levels had recently been as low as 0.034%, approaching 

worldwide famine levels, and that the present levels of 0.042% being still way short of the 1.000% preferred 

level, the present CO2 level is bringing about increased and satisfactory food cropping yields. 

Housing to support domestic violence victims, homeless, community groups and much more are to be 

provided and supported by Pascas, being resilient housing around the world, always putting children first. 

The level of truth needs to be accredited to every information bulletin.  The public can be taught how to do 

this for themselves – part of the Pascas initiatives.  See the calibration of this review at the end of this paper! 

There is much, much more that Pascas is to freely introduce and share to all who welcome such assistance. 

THE COMPANY:  

Pascas Foundation (Aust) Limited, a company limited by guarantee, was founded on 16 September 2008, 

is a designated gift recipient for taxation purposes within Australia, a not-for-profit, a NGO, a registered 

charity and is to provide educational and health assistance, however it has an almost unlimited charter.  

What it is not is a religious institution – nor can it be by its charter.  To amplify this understanding are these 

circumstances:  The revelations and guidance that are to be disseminated have no rules, there are no 

controlling factors imposed upon anyone, there is no hierarchy of control, no special clothing, there are no 

rituals, dogmas, cannon laws, sacraments or creeds of any description.  There is no scripture book to hold 

up and announce yourself as an adherent of; or, if you want to hold up the printed material, you may find 

yourself with 60,000 pages to contend with.  (The New Testament of the Bible is around 300 pages.)  It is 
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a way of living.  A reader or viewer is free to do whatever he or she feels inclined to do.  Further, there is 

nothing to join!  It is anticipated that groups will form to assist each other and meet in homes to do so. 

Upon reflection, John Doel, a director and the typist, considers that since conception he has been on a 

straight and narrow tram track to this event.  Possibly in the 1990s was the commencement of this unfolding 

in earnest.  It was on Friday, 4 November 2016, 7:50am, that John made contact with James Moncrief, 

subsequent to being introduced to all the other writings referred to throughout the ‘business plan’.  All of 

the directors of Pascas Foundation have had an extensive association with these referred to writings. 

There is no hierarchy of control within Pascas either.  Groups of administration folks are to work in teams, 

they will annually appoint a leader of their team, but otherwise there are no titles.  There is no need for silos 

of control and titles.  Further, there are no expectations upon anyone within or outside of the organisation.  

Awareness is provided and then it is for the reader or listener to consider as he or she pleases. 

MARKETS & BARRIERS:  

Earth’s population has passed 8 billion people.  The World Health Organisation (WHO) of UNICEF 

estimates that at least 130 million babies are born each year.  

Should humanity commence to understand that their personal embracement (unknowingly) of Rebellion 

and Default is the underlying cause of the following, then the need for embracing the New Feelings Way 

will become self-apparent: 

According to WHO, every year in the world there are an estimated 40-50 million abortions. 

Miscarriages and abortions are about even in numbers; of the pregnancies in 2010, 65% resulted in live 

births, 17% were miscarried and 18% ended in abortion. 

Every year, an estimated 7.9 million infants (6% of worldwide births) are born with serious birth defects.  

Although some congenital defects can be controlled and treated, an estimated 3.2 million of these children 

are disabled for life. 

Early childhood illness is a direct consequence of unhealed emotional issues and beliefs of the parents. 

We have all been guided to live through our minds.  Our minds are addicted to control; control over others 

as well as the environment.  Further, our minds cannot discern truth from falsehood; our mind is addicted 

to untruth. 

All institutionalised systems that have been founded before 31 January 2018 are subjected to the erroneous 

platforms of the Rebellion and Default.  That is every one of them! 

Consequently, presently more than one third of the world’s population has authoritarian governmental and 

religious controls restraining people from being afforded the opportunity to consider these most wonderful 

and freeing revelations.  We are all constrained from expressing our true personality!  

In addition, about a billion people do not have access to electricity – no communication services.  Illiteracy 

is still 14% of the world’s population.  Heritage, customs, tradition and fear of change restrain many from 

even considering an introduction to what has been revealed now for all of humanity. 

Education systems around the world are entrenched with mind ‘worshipping’ bias and will resist change 

vehemently as it threatens the authority of those who run the systems.  Our truth comes from our soul-based 

feelings.  Education based on the mind has peaked at its present limitations.  The next progression is feelings 

orientated self-expression – only a few have considered this pathway.  No one had recognised that the key 

is to long for the truth of what our feelings are drawing our attention to. 

One third of the world’s population is free and open to receive these revelations and guidance. 

One third of the world’s population has some degree of authoritarian restraint imposed upon them. 

One third of the world’s population is strongly controlled and restricted to receive anything new.  

Additionally, psychic barriers of varying degrees are imbedded in each of us, blocking or resisting change 

and evolutionary growth.  Yes, to change our understandings imbedded within each of us is difficult. 
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WHAT IS SPECIAL ABOUT THIS BUSINESS?    

Never before in the history of humanity has there been such a comprehensive revealing of truths for the 

benefit of all of Earth’s humanity.  For more than 100 years, since 31 May 1914, the writings have 

progressively accumulated.  There are no contradictions.  There are no duplications.  Subsequent writings, 

on any topic, are an addition to or expansion upon, with anything provided previously without conflict. 

Further, these truths can and have been calibrated for their levels of truth through kinesiology muscle testing 

with the application of Dr David R Hawkin’s Map of Consciousness, as also revealed for humanity by spirit 

personalities. 

James Moncrief’s writings define the New Feelings Way, the Feeling Healing process, and with Divine 

Love, Soul Healing.  This is the major revelation for all of humanity, both in the physical and in spirit. 

Never before has the meaning of life, our purpose in life, been so clearly understood.  Never before has the 

straight and narrow pathway for all of humanity been so clearly understood.  All of these revelations and 

guidance provide freedom, and that includes freedom from all that ails us. 

These revelations and accompanying guidance are to be published and provided to every community in all 

the significant languages without hesitation or question.   

This is possibly one of the very few events where others will be encouraged to work with these publications 

without restraint – free to copy and share as they please.  For those who want to ensure the accuracy of the 

republications, then the original records will be accessible through Pascas Foundation in various locations 

and in various ways. 

This is one occasion where every reader and every viewer will personally benefit.  Even if the reader does 

nothing further, then upon entering the spirit Mansion Worlds, he or she will have an understanding of what 

to do and what to consider.  It matters not when we embrace our personal Feeling Healing; but we will all 

do so – eventually.  Once we know, we cannot unknow! 

Every institutionalised system on the planet will eventually restructure and re-establish embracing the 

principals of Living Feelings First.  This will unfold and evolve slowly.   

Few will embrace their Feeling Healing while living in the physical, but for those who do, their dynamism 

and insight that will emerge will be outstanding and evident to all.  These people will become leaders for 

Earth’s humanity, even if it is only in an advisory capacity (Council of Elders here on Earth!). 

This is the commencement of the Great U-Turn for all of humanity.  

CONTACT INFORMATION:  
John E Doel       (administration)      

Pascas Foundation (Aust) Limited    Bs:  61  7  5594 0479 

11 Crenshaw Court           

Parkwood 4214   Qld   Australia    Em: jedoel@financefacilities.com 
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ADMINISTRATION OVERVIEW – SIMPLY the BEST! 

 

We each will have our own way of introducing Pascas to others: 
 

These are the feelings from around the world, the first is from the Ukraine team on 27 June 2023: 

 

   Philosophy of global changes 

   Age of a new way 

   Soul healing 

Put Children first 

      Awareness so that people can improve their lives 

       Spirit creating alternative solutions 

          Team Ukraine 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Pascas is a humanitarian foundation that seeks to raise all of humanity in social community to 

the highest level of achievement in spiritual wellbeing.            BI Texas USA  
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PASCAS FOUNDATION (AUST) Ltd – ADMINISTRATION OVERVIEW – SIMPLY the BEST! 

 

The Pascas Foundation is the initial structure formed to put the decades’ worth of 

research and cataloguing of inventions, methodologies and structures that can be 

used to best serve and improve humanity, into practice to improve the world.   

 

Pascas seeks to improve the health of all humans by demonstrating and 

implementing fundamental change in, and understanding of, the causes of disease 

and how they are managed and cured. 

 

Born of the altruism of a number of individuals at its core, it has been specifically 

structured to allow for and facilitate the rapid expansion and implementation of 

these goals with stable and developed planning and financial models ready for when 

appropriate funding and global impetus matches such a need. 

 

It is founded around the fundamental truths of reliable food and education as the 

basic requirements for change to improve humanity.  It has filtered through 1000’s of 

inventions, ideas and methods and retained the ones that show the greatest 

improvements for humanity and ability to be implemented methodically and rapidly 

across varying cultures and political and physical landscapes. 

 

Pascas is here to show an alternative to the world in a lead by example method 

starting with initial local projects and structuring the projects overseas to viability 

and actuality.  

 

The Pascas Library contains the methods and structures needed to put these ideas 

into practice.  

 
LRR Gold Coast     

 

 

 

 

Pascas is not a landing place, in its essence it offers a gift that keeps on giving by supporting humanity in 

Emotional Healing and Awakening to realise one's true potential from the heart. 

 

It is a not for profit organisation willing to financially support authentic heart based programs nationally 

and internationally thus creating a ripple effect for the betterment of humanity. 

            FH Gold Coast 
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PASCAS FOUNDATION (AUST) Ltd – ADMINISTRATION OVERVIEW – SIMPLY the BEST! 

 

Pascas Foundation will be the launch pad of Living Feelings First.  Living feelings first to me, simply put, 

is living by trusting that we already know the truth.  The knowing comes from our feelings not our mind. 

It is about living through our feelings.  Humanity is conditioned to ‘think through life’.  Pascas will 

provide the platform, support, education, and love to make a U-turn for individuals and for humanity. 

 

Pascas will provide spiritual, financial and educational support to existing and emerging programs of 

work for the good of humanity.  Pascas has a global agenda.  A focus on Health and Education will be the 

driver of the U-turn of what Pascas will unfold.  Countries that welcome Pascas will be embraced.  The 

work to be done will be done with the local people with respect to cultural norms.  

 

Pascas is not a religion, a cult, or an organisation that has rituals or a strict rule book.  The Pascas people 

are like-minded people who put our hands up to play a very small part in making a significant difference. 

Nobody is particularly unusual or outstanding, but it is in our coming together with a new way of living 

and working that will bring about the change (that and guidance from a few spiritual helpers!). 

 

Those that choose to join with Pascas will come from diverse backgrounds, religions, and belief systems.  

 

People will gravitate for different reasons and at different times.  Many share the view that currently we 

live our life through a conditioned lens.  Conditioned from institutes, governments, history and even the 

belief patterns that our parents and their parents before them ingrained in us.  This way of living does not 

sit right with us, and we are seeking truth.  Our sources of truth will come from our feelings and Living 

Feelings First. 

            HA Gold Coast 

 

 

 

 

 

Pascas is an enabling foundation to help individuals of all walks of life find their way 

to the truth of who they are so they can live in harmony and peace within themselves. 

 

The speed in which the world is experiencing technological change, the aggression of 

war, the widening of the wealth / poverty gap, and the changes in family structures 

have left millions worldwide depressed, supressed, homeless and in some cases, 

without a country to call their own. 

 

Through a variety of programs, Pascas will provide appropriate shelters for 

teenagers, recovering addicts, sufferers of domestic violence and all manner of “lost” 

and emotionally bankrupt people.  Pascas will provide shelters and/or communities 

to remove the extreme pressure from these people just to be able to survive.  In turn, 

this will give people the opportunity and time to heal themselves so they can make a 

transition back to the type of society in which they will thrive emotionally, spiritually 

and economically. 
            GG Dysart  
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PASCAS FOUNDATION (AUST) Ltd – ADMINISTRATION OVERVIEW – SIMPLY the BEST! 
 

Bridging the Awareness Gap 
 
There is an extreme reluctance amongst intellectuals to accept any theory from outside their 
domain, and they believe that the correct process to define reality, is to determine the factual 
evidence and then to prove it.  In this reality any other intelligent theory that challenges and 
opposes the current definition of reality is discarded as irrelevant, and society is held in intellectual 
captivity.  Therefore, most of us have a very limited understanding of who we are and of our true 
abilities. 
 
Pascas is not limited by present held convictions and strives to share advanced awareness that 
has the potential to educate and bring long term positive changes to all areas of life. 
 
Pascas is not restricted by any ideology or need for power position and is therefore free to work 
in a holistic and creative way to find integrated solutions to dilemmas affecting the individual and 
the society as a whole.  As the vision is to initiate and support positive and sustainable changes 
all over the world, Pascas has developed an ‘action model’ that helps identifies critical areas for 
improvement. 
 
Increased awareness brings about change on all different levels of life, and change demands that 
we understand something in a new way, and is therefore a huge educational process, that has to 
be ongoing and available to everyone.  
 
We all need to have a better understanding of topics and issues that facilitate or impede the ability 
for positive co-existence, awareness of the importance of mental health and inner balance and 
how to support it, understanding of how personal and religious beliefs, personal and cultural 
habits, and attitudes affect perception, decision making and action, and realisation that attitudinal 
shifts depend on us recognising that we are part of past and current development, and co-creators 
of the changes we would like to experience. 
           LN – MFO Gold Coast 

 

 

 

Pascas Foundation (Aust,) Ltd incorporated 16th September 2008 and confirmed as a Designated Gift 

Recipient by the ATO (Australian Taxation Office) from that date, thus being a not-for-profit charity. 

Pascas receives donations from the public and from other donors.  Donations currently received having 

been used for the education of under-privileged children locally and overseas. 

Please refer to our Library Download page (www.pascashealth.com) for further information regarding the 

countries being considered for receiving assistance or call for further information regarding further 

aspirations you may seek to have considered in this area. 

Pascas long term goals include reaching out to all countries and to provide assistance in Education, 

Schools, Universities, Hospitals and Health Services, as well as assisting communities with their specific 

needs.  Refer to our agenda and research our extensive library for further information. 

Pascas may provide funds to many existing local and overseas humanitarian organisations who are 

focused on providing food, housing, shelter and assistance to the needy and to those suffering domestic 

violence, homelessness, etc. – all to be in alignment with the changes now being revealed for humanity. 

Please review this attached Administration Overview which contains further information regarding the 

above. 

                   AJB Gold Coast 

    

http://www.pascashealth.com/
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PASCAS FOUNDATION (AUST) Ltd – ADMINISTRATION OVERVIEW – SIMPLY the BEST! 
 

Pascas is a Not-for-Profit Charity which was founded by John E Doel (John) in Queensland Australia 

and registered on 16 September 2008.  Pascas under the tutelage of John has been assisting disadvantaged 

people largely in Australia since incorporation within the scope of funds available.  However, what had 

its beginnings in the Breton Woods Mandate in the July 1944 being prior to the closing of WWII 1939-

1945 is about to come to fruition in one event for the worldwide benefit of all countries and their peoples.  

 

John has been responsible for preparing and fostering the preparation of a Pascas Library of books and 

papers since 2008 and some from earlier years that is of similar volume to half of The Encyclopaedia 

Britannica and maybe in excess of that by now.  John and the other Pascas directors have a strong 

spiritual faith, guidance and belief; but Pascas is not a religion nor does it have any political affiliations or 

adopt any strange quirks or criteria for people wishing to join in and assist Pascas in their monumental 

endeavours that lie ahead. 

 

In the past few years John has researched and prepared Business Plans (BP) with Financial Feasibilities 

(FF) for dozens of the 190 or so designated Countries.  These countries have received priority 

consideration by John due to there being a Person of Interest in each of the countries who has made 

contact with John and in essence asked for assistance or it is patently obvious that the particular country, 

(such as Ukraine) has a dire need for assistance. 

 

These countries are poised to receive humanitarian assistance from Pascas now that Pascas is due to 

receive a large allocation of the humanitarian funding mentioned above.  Papua New Guinea is one of 

these countries and with 9 million people it is the largest Pacific Country and is situated right on 

Queensland and Australia's doorstep, sharing a border with Queensland. 

 

These funds will be allocated to the specific country largely in accordance with the BP & FF and 

advanced 3 monthly in advance and progress will be monitored on a quarterly basis.  

 

The funding will benefit the various countries in the following general terms; 

 

1.   Health Facilities throughout all Provinces: 

 Hospitals staffed by Doctors, Nurses and other required staffing with appropriate equipment 

 Health Clinics with suitable staffing and equipment 

 Nursing Outposts with 1 or 2 Nurses and assisting personnel and communications 

 

2.   Education Facilities throughout all Provinces: 

 Pre Schools, Primary Schools and High Schools with Teachers and assisting staff 

 TAFE Colleges and Skills Training Centres with suitable staffing 

 Universities with Lecturers and supporting staff 

 Scholarships to be fully funded for students within the country who attain a certain level of entry 

and also for international studies 

 the Education curriculum will be prepared on a Feeling Healing basis rather than Mind Centric and 

this is part of the U-Turn which Pascas embraces as the way forward 

 

3.   Homeless: 

 Provide housing for individuals and families 

 

4.   Domestic Violence recipients: 

 Provide refuge mostly for Woman and children 
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5.   Sexual Violence and People Trafficking: 

 Provide refuge mostly for woman and girls 

 

6.   Augment Local Businesses: 

 Assist mostly woman with microfinance to support their families as provided throughout the Pacific 

by South Pacific Business Development 

 

7.   Provide Food Baskets: 

 Introduce methods of growing produce to provide food for people in need 

 

8.   Construction of associated Community Project Buildings and associated facilities: 

 In conjunction with University campuses and TAFE Colleges and other projects undertaken 

 

9.   Ground Up Infrastructure items: 

 As required in conjunction with other project buildings and facilities  

 

10.  Larger Scale Infrastructure items such as Highways and Fast Train Services etc: 

 To be provided in consultation with the highest level of the Counties' Executive in conjunction with 

Pascas' associated Parent Not-for-Profit organisation 

 

This provides a worthwhile synopsis of what Pascas can and will do, to assist the people of respective 

countries with facilities that are generally not provided by their own Country's Government Departments 

or other organisations or NGO's.  

          PKW for Papua New Guinea 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

            TB Kooralbyn 
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PASCAS FOUNDATION (AUST) Ltd – ADMINISTRATION OVERVIEW – SIMPLY the BEST! 
 

 

PASCAS has many innovative arms and creative technologies applicable for natural resources and 

community development and their growth for societies: 

 

PASCAS Natural Stones of Australia (NaSA)   Specific Industry 

 

P    Polishing a world leading resource 

A   Australia's world class natural assets taken to the world 

S    Stone being durable granites, marble and sandstone – not synthetic 

C   Community involvement in all we do 

A   Awareness of our environment 

S    Structures that can endure for centuries enhancing our world 

 

PASCAS Indigenous Projects for all such peoples worldwide Original People’s Support 

 

P   Providing opportunities 

A   Awareness of difficulties and community needs 

S   Support not supervision – we stand beside and behind but not in front 

C   Commercial opportunities nurtured for community needs 

A   Addressing and focused upon real needs and opportunities 

S    Strategic long term progressive projects 

 

PASCAS Accelerator "Future Fund"     All Peoples Embraced 

 

P   Providing financial security to develop and protect community growth and security 

A   Australia, as elsewhere, is to benefit from our endeavours 

S   Supporting technology development that brings meaningful benefits to society 

C   Capital provided for key new innovations for communities 

A   Alternative capital raising options when and where needed 

S   Strategic support for fledgling companies in their establishment and ongoing 

development 
 

           DR Nth Queensland 
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Aalam Bibi Trust meeting with Pascas Foundation (Aust) Ltd 
 

Sharks League Club, Southport, being the venue.             Tuesday, 8 August 2023 

Left to right: 

Kamran Saleem (Aalam Bibi T), Peter Wildin (Pascas), Dr Farah Deeba Akram (founder Aalam Bibi T), 

Ghazal Basit (ABT – Brisbane), Jim Baker (Pascas), John Doel (Pascas), Faizel Hassan (Pascas), Asad 

Basit (ABT). 

 

Interesting observations of the six hour meeting: 

There was an ease, it was beautiful, being gracefully carried out.  The presentation was succinct.  There 

was no cultural divide – NONE!  There was no resistance and no push back.  It was in the company of 

truth. 

 

Being in a club setting, there was background music, televisions, and during the progression of 

discussions, the club filled up – however there were no distractions.  The discussion unfolded as though it 

was in a bubble. 

 

The four from Pakistan when asked, confirmed that they saw nothing that Pascas conveyed was in 

conflict with Islam.  Pascas is conveying a way of living - not a religion.  Its principles are compatible 

with Islam.  In fact the synergies are amazing.  Nothing was held back and it was nearly a six hour 

meeting as Farah and Kamran commence their journey home to Pakistan that evening. 

 

Or as Brian Iverach puts it:   John, 

“Likewise, the elemental truths of Biblical Christianity, Judaism, Buddhism, Hinduism and the teachings 

of Jesus conveyed to all humanity through his Spirit of Truth.  The Avonal Age, in process, linking with 

the Spirit of Truth of Jesus in the bestowal of the true religion of the Brotherhood of Man. Pascas 

embraces the new way of life.” B1 

Brian Iverach, Faizel Hassan, Jim Baker and John Doel intend to travel to Lucknow, in the state of Uttar 

Pradesh, India, and then to Lahore in Pakistan and reconnect with Farah and Kamran in a handful of 

weeks’ time.  
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PASCAS FOUNDATION (AUST) Ltd – ADMINISTRATION OVERVIEW – SIMPLY the BEST! 
 

 

 

 

 

 

     YOUR COMMUNITY                    1 July 2023 

Hello Friend 

 

We welcomed your comments and observations during our connection.   

 

We seek this opportunity to introduce ourselves and to explore with you and your people as to how we 

can advance and implement programs and agendas that are in line with your observations and considered 

needs for your community.  This is a large topic and we recognise that few have only now begun to 

recognise the underlying cause of the social ills that can now be addressed with time and resources. 

 

We also bring with us resources.  We seek to assist from behind and beside but not to lead.  Thus, what 

we understand is to be shared in the fullness that enables the journey for all of us to blossom in a manner 

never comprehended before.  You may say that we have been provided with an overdose of insight.  This 

is readily available through the Library Download page of www.pascashealth.com.  

 

We welcome this opportunity to introduce ourselves and seek the opportunity to discuss what are 

perceived pathways and courses of action that you and your people consider preferred and appropriate so 

that we can explore how best we can assist, should you so please. 

 

We are connecting from the Gold Coast, Queensland, Australia, however we are generally widespread.   

 

Cheers for now 

 

 

 

  

http://www.pascashealth.com/
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ADMINISTRATION OVERVIEW - BRIEF: 

 

Pascas Foundation has available profound writings, guidance and revelations from high level personalities, 

the authority of which has never been afforded to humanity on such a scale ever before. 

 

Pascas Papers, numbering more than 700, have drawn together information on topics for subject specific 

research.  The Pascas Papers’ library is the product of several decades of investigation. 

 

These writings provide a clear definition of the ‘narrow pathway’ that we may embrace which will take us 

through our healing of the Rebellion and Default, then the Celestial Heavens, then out of our Local Universe 

and all the way to Paradise to our Heavenly Mother and Father.  It is a way of living not previously 

understood. 

 

In the meantime, as people embrace the New Feelings Way of living, then the resolution of what ails 

societies throughout every community and nation, will become progressively self-apparent and resolvable.  

Every institutionalised system will evolve with platforms reflecting how to treat one another and how we 

should and can be interacting and living. 

 

Health, education, commerce, legal systems and governmental structures and processes will all be found 

wanting and modifications will reach into every aspect of their present way of doing things. 

 

We will begin to evolve and realise how to interact with each other in a more loving way.  Prejudices and 

opinion making will fade.  We will find truth through our feelings and have our minds to follow in the 

implementation of our feeling’s guidance.  We are to long, yearn, ask for the truth of what our feelings are 

guiding us to consider. 

 

Education systems will become fun – through our feelings – education will be illuminating with profound 

advancements in truth and the way we are to live and interact with each other. 

 

The need to hoard wealth will subside.  Fear will diminish – military budgets will become unnecessary.  

 

This is the introduction and commencement of the Avonal Age which will unfold over the coming 1,000 

years.  This is the greatest event in the history of humanity! 

 

 

CONTACT INFORMATION:                  

John E Doel       (administration)     

Pascas Foundation (Aust) Limited    Bs:  61  7  5594 0479 

11 Crenshaw Court           

Parkwood 4214   Qld   Australia    Em: jedoel@financefacilities.com 
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AWARENESS SHARED to ALL through diversity in PUBLICATIONS 

 

Application: “ENGLISH PUBLICATIONS”: 

 When print ready, these original documents are to be retained for prosperity. 

 Proof reading may typically be five sequential reviews by different readers. 

 When deemed ‘print ready’ then they are to be electronically released. 

 Printing is to be of the highest standards, heirloom through to paperback. 

 Quality is for longevity and multiple reading. 

 

Application: “TRANSLATED PUBLICATIONS” process: 

 Core or foundation English version may typically be translated electronically. 

 A translator with ethos for the contents would then bring the book into proof reading status. 

 Proof reading in the foreign language may typically be five sequential reviews by different proof 

readers. 

 Printing is to be of the highest standards, heirloom through to paperback. 

 Quality is for longevity and multiple reading. 

 

Application: “SUPPORTING PUBLICATIONS”: 

 Audio books are to be created as each print version is finalised. 

 Braille versions are also to be produced. 

 Videos and movies are to be developed for educational purposes. 

 

Application: “INTERNET” and “MOVIES”: 

 Short films and full length movies. 

 Secure websites are to be developed to provide free access to all publications: 

 Webinars, blogs, VOIP, and other secure communications are to be provided via the Internet. 

 Multiple languages are to be accommodated via the Internet. 

 

Application: “EDUCATION and the NEW FEELINGS WAY”: 

 Curricula for all education systems are to be developed embracing the New Feelings Way.  

 

Application: “HELP CENTRE”: 

 The administration of Pascas Foundation is to provide assistance 24/7 through support centres 

strategically positioned around the world. 

 

Application: “GUIDANCE and REVELATIONS”: 

 Feeling Healing is the only way we can heal ourselves of our Rebellion and Default. 

 Once we begin to live feelings first and have our mind follow while longing for the truth behind 

our feelings, we are living the way we are intended to live.  We are truth seekers.  Living this way 

is the pathway home to Paradise, the home of our Heavenly Mother and Father. 

 Slowly, as we on Earth embrace our Feeling Healing and live through our feelings, we will bring 

about a Celestial way of life on Earth.  This will eventually evolve and bring about the resolution 

of all the social ills and dramas that now plague all of humanity. 
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 It is a difficult process. 

 It is living through one’s soul-

based feelings with the mind 

following and in support. 

 We are to long for the truth 

behind our feelings at all times. 

 We are to express what we are 

feeling to a companion. 

 We will eventually be healed of 

our Rebellion and Default.  

 We can now enter the narrow 

pathway to journey home to our 

Heavenly Mother and Father. 

A NEW WAY OF 

LIVING IS 

EMERGING 

through 

REVELATIONS 

and HEALING 

Continuing 
ENQUIRY 

resulting in 

FURTHER 

TRUTH being 

REVEALED 

Resulting in 

an evolutionary construct for 

all of Earth’s humanity. 

 These are REVELATIONS for all of Humanity. 

 This is involvement of spirit authority of the highest level. 

 This is what humanity was promised 2,000 years ago. 

 This is the introduction to the 1,000 year Avonal age. 

REVELATION of FEELING HEALING 

and with DIVINE LOVE – SOUL HEALING 

for the 

GREAT U-TURN and EVOLUTION of HUMANITY 
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Biological and Physiological needs 
clean air (renewable energy), potable water, nutritious food, housing, health services 

(clean air + clean water + clean soil results in clean nutritious food!) 

 

Esteem and Psychological needs 

self-esteem, acceptance, responsibility, achievement, reputation, freedom, gratitude, praise, love 

Social and Belonging needs 

family, affection, relationships, work group, interaction with people, removal of boundaries 

Safety and Security needs 

safe lodging, physical safety, law and order, security, communications, education 

Bliss 

God Realisation, being at one with God, our Heavenly Mother and Father 

Joy 

working a life of service to others – having no needs for one’s self 

Transcendence 

helping others to self-actualise, freely sharing love, praise and gratitude 

Self-actualisation 

personal growth, self-fulfilment, removal of all forms of fear  

Aesthetic needs 

need for order and symmetry, beauty, balance, form, freedom from fear 

Cognitive needs 

to know and understand, knowledge, meaning, self-awareness, liberty 

PASCAS WORLDCARE  

recognised Hierarchy of Needs, 

structured upon Maslow’s theory. 
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 We are to live Feelings First. 

 We’ve been made to use our mind to live against many of our feelings. 

 Our mind control commences at conception and is developed through our childhood. 

 All the bad feelings we didn’t express as we were growing up are still repressed inside us. 

 And all such hidden, buried and unwanted feelings have to come out. 

 And whilst they remain repressed within us, they will continue to make us feel bad and unloved. 

 We get sick, depressed, suffer, have bad things happen to us because of our repressed childhood 

feelings. 

 Humanity was brought into this state of living against itself by higher rebellious spirits. 

 These Evil Ones caused the Rebellion and Default. 

 We are made to rebel by default – as we have no idea we’re doing it through our parenting in 

wrongness. 

 We are all parented unlovingly – against ourselves, against our will. 

 Some parenting in the wrongness is done with more love, yet it’s all still wrong. 

 To heal this unloving state within ourselves we have to do our Healing. 

 Our Healing is our Feeling-Healing or Soul-Healing with the Divine Love. 

 We can long to God for Their Divine Love, and this will help us with our Healing. 

 God is our Heavenly Mother and Father, the Feminine Aspects of God having been kept hidden 

from us by the Evil Spirits. 

 All humanity’s religions and spiritual systems are designed to keep the wrongness going, to keep 

us away from God. 

 Only by living Feelings First Spirituality, The New Way, can you become right, and truly find 

God. 

 Long for the Divine Love. 

 Long for the Truth of your Feelings. 

 Accepting all you feel is accepting all of yourself, it’s your greatest act of self-love. 

 And wanting to know the truth of your feelings, is your next greatest act of self-love. 

 Love yourself through your feeling-acceptance, and the Truth will set you Free! 

31 May 1914 and ongoing  
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EDUCATION – Zelmar, a Melchizedek            20 June 2003 

 

And I’ll say it again, life is actually very simple to live, and really there is no great hidden mystery about 

it, it is always the same: keep attending to your feelings properly as you long to know the truth they 

are to show you about yourself.  And long for the Divine Love when you feel so inspired.  And that’s 

it!  All the rest is only mind-games. 
 

So, what you are to do, is to allow yourself to be exactly as you are, which means, the real you, the imperfect 

you, the you you are doing all you can to hide, avoid and pretend you are not.  You put on a false face to 

the world, which has to be stripped back revealing exactly how the real you feels about yourself, other 

people, the world and God.  You have to become true to the imperfect you that you are, not trying to change 

it or pretend you’re not that way.  And this is what your Healing will do.  Your feelings will lead you into 

seeing how you really do feel about yourself and everyone and everything else, and how feeling that way 

makes you feel.  All so you can then come to fully accept yourself as you are in your imperfection, so you 

can simply be it, connect fully with it knowing how it all came about, so warts and all, being how your 

parents and other early influences have made you be.  And this includes becoming aware of all your beliefs, 

and importantly, why you behave the way you do, and seeing if any of your behaviour is unloving, of 

yourself and others; and if so, why, and how did you develop such negative behaviour. 

 

The Truth of You has to come to light, so as you are currently in and of the Rebellion and Default, so the 

Truth of You being of the Rebellion and Default, how they have made you be as you are. 

 

Your compulsion for mind-driven education is not needed if you allow yourself to express yourself 

naturally, for your soul would lead you here and there, and what you loved and hated you would learn about 

and know naturally through your feelings.  Your feelings will educate you if you pay full attention to them.  

And as you grow in truth, your mind will follow, it too becoming more proficient.  Going to school and 

learning what you do is just another means of self-denial, it’s just an extension of being with your parents 

and family, all helping you become more embroiled and empowered in your negative mind and will state.   

 

Schooling for the most part further helps you deny the person and limit experience.  How much 

experience can you have sitting at a table and listening to the teacher?  It’s all a mind experience, all to 

exercise your mind so it becomes ever more proficient at controlling you.  It appeals to some people’s 
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beliefs of superiority, but for most what you learn is meaningless with nothing to do with your life or soul’s 

path, and only serves to stand between your feeling self and your mind.  It is just more parenting, more of 

using your mind to try and gain more control, more power.  If you learn stuff you can believe you are 

superior, more knowledgeable, more in control, more able to determine what you want and how to get it.  

Certainly learning how to do things is important, and can be done experientially and without the need of 

having to spend so much time separated from your parents and family in an artificial school. 

 

The primitive mind which you look down on, is far more connected with the feeling side of itself, giving 

rise to a natural level of truth and love, leading to a happier experience within the tribal relationships.  Being 

forced away from your ‘family tribe’ into a false one at school is so damaging and a major trauma for a 

young child, even if the child enjoys the experience.  Learning by only the mind is not true learning, merely 

accumulating information.   

 

What you do truly learn can only be won through full personal experience.  Not all of you is engaged 

when you are sitting in a classroom having to keep applying only your mind.  What your mind does with 

all the information will only go into helping it remain dominant over your feelings, thereby helping to 

maintain your dysfunction.  Those people who 

take pride of place in your competitive mind 

world being the professionals, are only living 

mind contrivances, as such true realities don’t 

actually exist.  The only real part in all such 

things is the personal experiences one may 

have.  The professional life of the mind is a 

pretence that will have to be shed if one is to 

do his or her Healing.  Most of what you do for 

a living is valueless in itself, but does hold 

some potential truth, which actual experience 

of doing it offers, the interacting with others. 

 

Your experiential life is one of relationships, 

all the experience you will ever need can be had through relationships, for it is into this area that all 

the attributes of your personality can and are expressed.  How you relate is paramount to your 

wellbeing.  If you feel good and secure in your relationships, then you feel loved; if insecure, unloved. 
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Being a child you so desperately want to be loved 

so you cling to your parents believing that they love 

you and you love them, but it is not true.  Certainly 

some people do experience love and do love one 

another, but why we are adamant that mostly you 

do not love each other is because of your negative 

will state and associated negative mind.  Sadly, 

what you know as love is subjective, discoloured by 

your negative state.  If you saw pure love, you 

wouldn’t recognise it nor want it, you’d possibly 

even be afraid of it.  You have to slowly work your 

way into love from no-love.  And to do this the 

Mother and Father have provided you with the 

Mansion Worlds in spirit and the corresponding 

levels in your flesh life.  If you were to suddenly be 

projected into Celestial spirit life, you would die a 

million screams as the pain of such pure love would 

threaten to tear you apart.   

 

You are conditioned to live in the negative, so you 

have to slowly acclimatise yourself to accept the positive.  A tree growing bent over the years by a prevailing 

wind has grown to show the result of the incessant force that has been applied to it.  If you applied a great 

force too quickly in the opposite direction trying to straighten it, it would break.  It has grown to accept the 

force in its life, just as you have.  But thankfully with the Mother and Father’s Love you don’t need to spend 

as much time with an opposing force to help you gradually come back into perfection.  As to how long your 

Healing will take, you will have to live. 

 

When you are physically sick, your physical body will be expressing the illness of your spirit, that 

which will be reflected in the ‘illness’ of your spirit body.  That which will be reflected in the ‘illness’ 

of your will; that which will be reflected in the ‘illness’ of your soul.  If you could see into one’s aura, 

you’d see all the trauma and damage done in all the subtle bodies and in your spirit body.  Your spirit body 

does not remain perfect and only your physical body becomes sick, you only get sick because you are sick 

in your spirit body, which really means you are sick in your will, and so sick in your soul.  The doctor might 

attend to your physical body and make you well, however this will only happen if it’s what your soul wants; 

and if so, your attending Angelic Pair will make the necessary adjustments in your spirit body and subtle 

bodies so as to ‘allow’ the doctors doctoring to show positive effects.  If the doctor is to fail, then it’s 

because the Angels didn’t adjust the spiritual for you to become healed.  People having limbs amputated 

might feel a ‘ghost limb’ which is really their spirit body arm or leg. 
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Your physical bodies are designed to be supported by nature, not attacked by it.  Only sickness of will 

brings about attack, and this only happens to show you that you are in pain, that you are not right, 

and that you need to seek the truth of your suffering.  However, the difficulty here is that the original 

causes have happened to you before you were six years old, and all that has happened since has served to 

only compound the problem.  And as most people have difficulty relating to their earlier life, it is hard to 

see the truth of what was happening to your will back then is still happening now as an adult being expressed 

in your illness.   

 

And so this remains the hidden truth of humanity and explains why it is so easily passed over and 

disregarded, although more people are now looking back into childhood more seriously, and it is becoming 

generally known that how your childhood was has underpinned your whole outlook on life.  But this is only 

scratching the surface as to the truth of what you suffered on all levels.  To restrict and interfere with a 

child’s will is the cause of all problems then in the child, and as it grows up, and once grown up and 

forevermore until you do your Healing.   
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Our childhood formative years are 

from conception through to age of 6 

years.  Commencing at conception, 

we begin to take on all of the injuries 

and errors of belief of our parents 

and carers.  We capitulate to 

adopting the ‘personality’ that our 

physical parents impose upon us, to 

the detriment of our true personality.  

Somehow, 

we go on 

smiling and 

laughing… 
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You parent using your mind and without truth, and as your minds are rebellious, so you can’t expect to be 

a perfect parent.  Only when parents of Celestial truth parent their children, will such children grow up 

perfect.  You are designed to parent with truth, so if you don’t have any, you’re not going to be much good 

as a parent.   

 

A parent full of truth, such as a Celestial parent, by expressing, by simply living and being that truth (as it 

can’t be anything else), will know innately, will know through and with that truth, everything its child 

needs; all how it is to relate to its child lovingly, and it will just be that loving expression of truth to which 

its child will lovingly respond.  You can’t learn how to parent, that is still only using your mind, you have 

to BE A PARENT OF TRUTH, and it just happens, you’ll just parent lovingly with and from that truth.  So 

whether you keep the reigns pulled in hard on your child exerting maximum control, or whether you loosen 

them allowing your child to all but run free, it’s all still just different expressions of parenting with your 

mind.  So, saying being a parent you are to do this and not that, is meaningless; being a Parent of Truth you 

will just act with that truth, being fully connected always with your child who constantly responds to your 

loving truth expression.  And as you parent with and through truth, then you will understand naturally things 

about it with your mind.  But Truth must always come first, not Mind. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

You are to find the truth of the Rebellion and Default within yourself – the truth of how you are rebellious.  

And the best way to do this is through your relationships.  So your Healing will focus a lot on your 

interactions and connections with other people, and most importantly within your intimate relationship.  

And then to do with your parents and family. 

 

You look at the mother as something of a god.  So much is said about the ‘mother’s love’, your whole 

civilisation might rupture and collapse if mothers stopped loving their children.  You give such power to 

the mother; and a woman becoming a mother steps up into newfound power, she now has all power over 

her children, and far more than the father.  And she’s not a ‘real woman’ with real power unless she has 

children.  She is in control, no longer having to be only subject to the control of her mother, and so you fail 

to see that all the problems a child has, results from her (and the father).  So often the child is judged and 

seen as the bad one, they are to pull themselves together and grow up and do as they are told – behave 

properly.  You put it on the child, that if it has a difficulty, it has to overcome it, and it is its fault.  Rarely 

the blame is given to the parents, and even less to the mother.   

Mental or mind Truth-Seeker  Through your own feelings you grow  

academically self-satisfies his/her  in Truth from your heart-felt feelings. 

own erroneous beliefs.   Truth we seek is within us all. 
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You don’t look at everything that’s wrong with the child is because of its parents, and with a large amount 

of the hands on work that’s caused all those problems being with the mother because she spent more time 

with the baby and young child having to ‘mother’ it.  So, the mother often gets let off of any blame, and the 

child coming and accusing the mother is frowned upon because how dare the child be angry with its mother 

‘after all the mother did for it’.  Yes, all the bad things the mother did to it to cause it all the damage and 

problems it now has that’s making it angry with the mother.  And then so many rebellious teenagers grow 

up having been once angry with their mother, to when they themselves become a mother, suddenly realising 

how hard it is having to cope and deal with the baby and young child, stop accusing their mother, feeling 

sorry for her and coming back onto her side.  For humanity to evolve to the point of fully understanding 

and so accepting that all mothers and fathers are going to do many bad and damaging things to their children 

because they are not true and loving, it will be very difficult, however this is what will need to happen.  One 

can still be a parent within and fully of the Rebellion and Default, yet also knowing that you are damaged 

yourself and so will damage your child, and then you both being damaged as your child grows up, and once 

is an adult, even possibly helping each other do your Healing. 

 

It has been very important for humanity to parent being 

rebellious, firstly to keep the whole thing going, and then to 

have the experiences of being the ‘victim’ as the child, and 

then the ‘perpetrator’ being the parent.  All to provide 

everyone involved with all the rebellious experiences they 

need.  And so it’s conceivable that will still keep going with 

parents who are more aware of themselves being of the 

Rebellion and Default and so being more accepting of the truth 

that they can’t be any other way and yet still want to have 

children. 

 

 

Ideally however, which can only be done once Healed, respect for your child’s will needs to be started well 

before you conceive one.  It needs to be your state of truth, how you live your life, so you need to first heal 

your own will damage so as to be able to parent and guide another’s will into being.  You cannot believe 

or just want to respect your child’s will, that being of your mind, it all has to come from and with truth, it 

We each have a band of a Nature Spirit pair, Spirit Guide pair, and an Angelic pair, each pair being in 

their ‘soulmate / soul partner’ relationship.  In addition we have our personal Indwelling Spirit.  
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has to be lived from the heart as an expression of the truth you are living.  The truth being so strong you 

couldn’t be any other way, so you simply couldn’t act disrespectfully treating it unlovingly.  As you are, 

being of the Rebellion and Default, you can’t parent other than being disrespectful and unloving.  Some 

people are more loving at times, and these times are mostly what the child clings onto, all the good 

memories of feeling loved, with all the bad unloving ones buried in the depths of forgotten memory. 

 

At conception, it is the wills of the parents that determines function or dysfunction of the child.  If 

you do your Healing with your child, nothing is ever too late, because as you grow in the truth of your 

rebelliousness, you will change how you relate to yourself and so too your child, and it will all be for the 

betterment of your both.  Your growing child will positively respond to you, it will still be damaged, only 

not as much as it would have been.  All is not lost up to six, from then on the child has fully taken it all on, 

but still it can with your guidance and support change as you change.  It can long for the truth of its feelings, 

it can long for the Divine Love, it can learn how to express all its feelings without denying the bad ones.  

And even as an adult, your child can look to your Healing example and understand the changes you are 

going through and that too will have a positive effect on it.  Or, if it rejects you and your Healing completely, 

then it’s meant to move deeper into its mind rebelliousness and there is nothing you can do about that.  That 

is what God will want it to do, it being the pattern of its soul.  So you will have to let it go and get on with 

your own Healing; and possibly one day when it does its Healing you will be able to have a truer 

relationship. 

 

The highest most loving thing you can do in your life is to do your Healing – for yourself, your 

children, your relationships, for other people, for the whole world.  Even if you have to leave everyone 

who does not want to know you as you seek the truth through your feelings, or they leave you, it doesn’t 

matter because in the long run it will all work out for the best, and everyone has to be allowed to live as 

they choose, complete respect of will, be it dysfunctional or not.  You may feel very alone because no one 

understands what you are doing through your Healing and how it’s affecting you, however, that will be 

what you have to experience, it being how you felt at home with your family and parents – yet more bad 

feelings to express and long for the truth of. 

 

You are living seven Mansion Worlds of corruption, all of which you’ll work your way up through as you 

do your Healing.  So, that is seven whole Worlds of untruth you’ll be subjecting your child to.  And you 

can’t avoid it.  Only as you do your Healing and move up through those Worlds will you lessen the negative 

effect.  So, you will be negatively damaging your child on a soul level, will level, spirit level and 

material level, the truth on all these levels.  And it’s all borne out in your relationship – whether you are 

truly loving or not.  And if not, which you can’t be with seven Worlds of untruth within you, then how are 

you expressing this unlovingness, how are you being rebellious and against yourself, and why – what 

happened to you during your forming years that’s made you be as you are.  This all being what your Healing 

will help you see. 

 

So, you are parenting your child with the most amount of will interference, and that is a lot of damage on 

multiple levels you are inflicting on that little innocent person.  The child starts off at conception at a level 

of Natural Love perfection, so, the top of the seven Mansion Worlds, then through its parents and family, 

society, the world and everyone else that negatively affects it, is brought down to the level of truth of its 

parents by the age when its Indwelling Spirit arrives, about six to seven, so, mostly to that of the first and 

lowest World.  And most people live their lives on that level, so, when they die they wake up literally in 

the first Mansion World, there being able to carry on living as rebelliously as they were.  

 

So, many people comment on how pure a baby looks, and it is, compared to how it will look by the time it 

is showing all the will damage it has suffered at around six years old.  Some people say when they look at 

their six-year-old child, that wonderful light it had as an infant is now sadly missing, and it is.  And then 

others say that light their child had at six is missing now their child is an adult, when at six it was already 

living against itself.  So, as a parent it’s a terrible truth you’ll need to face, that you have all but extinguished 
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that inner spark of your child; and as the child you have virtually had all your inner light crushed out of 

you.  If you could compare a Celestial pairs’ child at six to that of any child at six years old on your world, 

even the most happy and seemingly positive child would seem so dull and devoid of any real spirit or light. 

 

The image of the big overbearing parent standing angrily over his or her little child who is sitting crying on 

the floor of the Supermarket, is exactly how the child feels, completely overpowered and ridden to the floor, 

almost crushed out of existence, defeated, humiliated, rejected, utterly powerless; unloved – no one loves 

it, no one cares about it, everything makes it feel bad, it not getting the precious life giving love it really 

needs.  And particularly from its parents, and from its so-called ‘loving’ mother who in that moment angrily 

standing over it is expressing the truth of how she really feels – that she hates her child and wishes she 

didn’t have to deal with it. 

 

The battle may be over an item on the shelf it wants but it parent does not want it to have, but this is only 

the exterior superficial expression of the material, when really it’s a real battle of wills, and the child is 

losing being heavily abused and crushed yet again.  Fighting your child’s will is not the way to be a loving 

parent, and it’s not really a fair fight, is it, you the adult-will beating your little child’s forming will into 

submission. 

 

And so many people would say this is good parenting, the child has to know its place, it has to know how 

to behave in the world – and its brute and bully of a controlling parent is the one to do it.  And you hear 

people supporting the abusive parent; “Yes, it’s so hard when they are that age”, with only the rare person 

standing up for the child’s rights.  And you call that ‘being a loving parent’, because an unloving parent 

wouldn’t beat its own child – surely? 

 

You have no idea as to how you are treating your child, and that’s because it’s all how you, the parent, was 

treated, all of which it was forced to bury, just as you are forcing your child to do.  So the child can grow 

up under the misguided delusion that its parent did all the right things it needed: its parent loved it so much; 

and yet, what about all those bad feelings the child is feeling, what happens to them?  And the child can 

say in one breath, I love my mum so much, and yet within the same breath then go onto say all the bad 

things it feels its mum did to it.  And the parent can say it loves its child so much, then verbally abuse it by 

saying it is no good, ugly, a useless waste of space.  So many parents don’t even hear the constant stream 

of criticism that flows from their lips as they ‘love’ their child.  It’s time for humanity’s parents, and its 

children, to wake up to the realities of what really is happening in their relationships. 

 

Thank you James – Zelmar.  (a Melchizedek from within our local universe of Nebadon) 
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CHALDI COLLEGE – EDUCATION:      Nanna Beth – 3rd Celestial Heaven and James 28 July 2017  

 

James:  John has been wondering about how to set up schools and schooling under a tree, in keeping with 

it all being opposite to what we’re all used to, can you give him any suggestions or point him in the direction 

he should look? 

 

Nanna Beth – 3rd Celestial Heaven, John’s grandmother:  

These are some ideas he can consider – just suggestions John, 

we won’t say it has to be this or that way, as you know, it’s for 

you to work things out.  So basically, what would you like 

John – how would you have liked school to be? 

 

Schooling is voluntary.  It should be made to be something children want to do, not 

something that’s forced on them. 

 

It should be fun, as in keeping the whole focus on making them feel good about all they are doing.  Not 

artificially praising them or praising them over their peers, but just supporting and being personal with 

them, allowing them to respond and find their own way. 

 

It should not be separated into classes based on age.  Classes should involve all ages, for example, the 

younger ones can learn and watch and be helped by the older ones, but not forcing the older ones to help 

the younger, all voluntary and what would naturally happen, more like in a big loving family rather than 

segregated because of age or whatever.  Perhaps the 5, or less, to 10 in one group, 11 to 16 in another. 

 

Teachers are to be able to deal with children of all ages, and work to allow the student to progress at the 

students own pace.  Special or extra schooling can be provided when necessary to students that want more. 

 

The subjects should all be practically oriented.  Everything offered and so accepted voluntarily.  Reading, 

writing and basic arithmetic, all so as to help the child deal with the real world.  Other subjects like 

psychology – morals and ethics, love and friendship, acceptance and tolerance of ALL feelings, particularly 

bad ones, resolving disagreements, expressing feelings and yet not necessarily acting on them – particularly 

the bad ones, all based around how to respect and treat other people how you’d like to be treated.  And how 

if you hurt by infringing upon another's will, then you will have to suffer that same amount of hurt, 

either now or in spirit.  And about the Feeling Healing, what happens when you feel bad feelings, how to 

look to your feelings for their truth, so as to grow in understanding of yourself, nature, life, other people, 

and God – the whole spiritual aspect, including the Divine Love and Mother and Father, yet no religious 

indoctrination.  The history, culture, place in the world.  How to integrate with the modern world, 

computers, phones, internet, etc.  Sport, play, arts, creative lessons and involvement.  How to live and 

respect nature, the natural world, the environment, hygiene, natural health, sex, contraception, abortion and 

so on – about the person, the body, things to dispel myth and falseness, general science.  Trades, technical 

work, hands on experience – building stuff, ways to use one’s mind to do what one wants to do. 

 

Duration of classes, half a day, longer when older for those wanting to learn more, homework voluntary 

and at the child's initiative – wanting to do it. 

 

School is just part of life, not separate to life.  Part of the family, tribe, society, not separate from it.  

Inclusion of other adults, parents, family members, as aides, helpers, teachers, together with professional 

teachers.  Lots of people, and in particular older people (who also have the time), are natural teachers and 

should be encouraged even though they've not been specifically trained.  One can only learn a certain 

amount being taught to be a teacher, yet in reality, very few trained teachers have any real natural feeling 

for it.  The more the 'teacher' makes their pupil feel the pupil is the important one, and the teacher is only 

there to help them if they need their help, and not to stuff it down their throats whether they like it or not, 
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is where to begin.  And how a child of differing ages learns, is as varied as the children themselves.  So the 

more 'teachers' the better, and that means the child can gravitate to the 'teacher' that best suits them, rather 

than having to spend a whole year with someone you hate and you feel hates you. 

 

University for higher learning, full on, voluntary, free, all information on any subject available with 

competent teachers.  So the student can excel should they want to. 

 

It all being with the focus on the person, offering them things which they can try and see if they like.  Things 

that will help them in the world; and how to be a person living true to themselves – true to their own 

feelings; and how to respect another as one respects oneself. 

 

James:  Nanna Beth, John would like any comments on the Council of Elders continuing to contact people 

on Earth after he’s croaked it. 

 

Nanna Beth:  It’s as James said, there will be an increasing number of people opening up to us Celestials 

for all sorts of help, once they understand who we are and how we can help.  So yes John, there will always 

be some main people on Earth we’ll work with.  And should it all keep needing to move along with one 

entity in control, such as what you’re starting out with, then yes, that is how we’ll engineer it.  Should it 

break up or be broken up into many entities, then we’ll be ready for and going with that.  As much as we 

say we are in control, we mean that we are in control instead of the mind spirits.  But still we are to work 

with humanity, in as much as humanity leads and we augment. 

 

James:  And Nanna Beth, I thought I’d ask you about the Religion of Feelings, as John is against a religion 

of any sort because of all that religions have done to us all, do you have any thoughts on it? 

 

Feelings First Spirituality, New Feelings Way 
 

Nanna Beth:  It’s all up to you James, what you want.  Of course you’re not wanting to go and instigate yet 

another religion in which people have to adhere to a set of rules because you know what will happen to 

that, any rules allowing people and their controlling agendas to take control over others, is something 

to be avoided at all times.  However the notion of a ‘religion’, and one based on feelings, with no fixed 

agenda, no rules, just founded on truths, will allow people to have some sort of structure to relate to should 

they need that, but one in which they are entirely free to do whatever they feel based on their feelings.  And 

with the Feeling Healing and Soul Healing being at its core, then those people intent on that will be able to 

work on themselves and it won’t matter to them whether they are part of something or not. 

 

As you understand, some people will like the idea, others won’t like the word religion and will want to do 

it alone, so do whatever you feel you want to do.  We don’t call it anything over here other than Our Healing, 

yet we all had embraced the Divine Love before we began our Healing, however potentially that won’t be 

so for a lot of people on Earth, and to say that people have to embrace the Divine Love to do their Healing 

would cancel out a large amount of people and is putting a rule in place, which doesn’t need to be there and 

would only get in the way. 

 

So to call it a Religion and yet to make it as free as you are intending James, is something for you to decide 

for yourself, which really just gets down to using the word religion.  And I know it appeals to you because 

it is a religion that is not a religion, yet more a true religion of truth than any of the existing religions are, 

so you’re showing up those religions for the untruth that they are. 

 

Anyway, it’s what you want to do James, it’s not for us to say one way or the other.  And you will do what 

you want to do, you’ll hear people's complaints or if they like the idea, weigh it all up, and still do what 

you want to do. 
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James:  So you don't force or coerce anyone to do anything they don't want to do.  Because who wants to 

be treated that way – no one! 

 

 

Feelings First is a way of living without any dogmas, creeds, rituals, cannon laws, hierarchy or 

controls of any kind. 
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  PASCAS REGIONAL CENTRES: 
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Maslow Law of Needs:          No 1: 

Biological and Physiological needs 
clean air (renewable energy), potable water, nutritious food, housing, health services 

(clean air + clean water + clean soil results in clean nutritious food!) 

Complementing these is reliable electrical power to enable communications to supporting education that 

can be provided universally.  Anyone in the world would look at this table of nutritious food with envy! 

 

Food security is a passion and 

focus of Pascas Foundation.  This 

is to be underpinned by catering 

meals at all Pascas schools and 

education facilities worldwide.  

This support will most likely be 

also provided through most Pascas 

medical centres and hospitals for 

the community they serve. 

 

Food Incorporated Stewardship 

for Hunger is a global program 

focused upon food security. 
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PASCAS CAFÉ 

Being part of Craft Creations, it 

is a catering, nutrition cooking 

facility that functions also as a 

Pascas Café.  Food and nutrition 

are the premiers of all crafts. 

HOME CRAFTS 

CRAFT CREATIONS is generally 

focused towards skills embraced by 

women in their practical attention 

to the needs of the family.  That 

said, there are no boundaries. 

At all times, the opportunity to 

introduce and enable children of all 

ages to become proficient is 

supported.  Those within the 

community are to be supported in 

their sharing of their unique skills 

with others. 

CRAFT CREATIONS 

Shop front – retail and ordering 

facility.  The administration and 

support for the complete Craft 

Creations Centre. 

STRUCTURAL CRAFTS 

CRAFT CREATIONS embraces 

word working, metallurgy and 

mechanical repairs.  This could be 

said to be the domain of a Men’s 

Shed, however, the whole family is 

welcome.  These specialised skills 

need to be shared as much as every 

other craft.  

 

CRAFT CREATIONS is to enable 

anyone to be autonomous and self 

sufficient in their endeavours. 

MEETING HOUSE 

Discussion pods for around 12 

people as meetup rooms. 

FAMILY SHELTER 

Modules of 10.  Studio rooms to 

accommodate a parent and two 

children, or there a bouts. 
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Considering a Family Shelter of 100 units with an overall population of 300, we may anticipate that 100 

adults would be with 200 children including mature aged dependants and that the children would range in 

age from 0 to 16 and the mature age dependents would be of any age.  

 

One counsellor is best engaged with 10 adults or with six mothers and their 10 children when assisting 

those escaping domestic violence.  As a Family Shelter may have 100 adults, with between 60% to 

75% escaping domestic violence, then around 15 counsellors with experiences encapsulating the skills 

called upon may be appropriate for such a community.  These being counsellors with Social Worker 

certificate level IV + PfD in the field of SOCIAL WORK – LIVING FEELINGS FIRST. 

 
 A frontline facility may be a Pascas Café with showers, laundering, business centre and meetup area. 

 A small Pascas Family Shelter would have 1 counsellor to assist 10 adults or 6 mothers with 10 
children. 

 A medium Pascas Family Shelter may have 30 units to house 90 residents with meeting rooms, 
community play areas and have 5 or 6 counsellors. 

 A full Pascas Family Shelter may have 100 units to house 300 residents with Pascas Crèche, Pascas 
Café, community meeting area and business facilities and have 15 counsellors including 
administration.  

 Budget US$500,000 per unit, a 100 unit complex budget may be US$50,000,000.  78 facilities 

(Australia) would amount to US$3.9 billion and then add community Pascas Cafes as well as 

medium and smaller shelters for regional communities; then a budget of US$5 - $6 billion is to 

provide for establishment and ongoing operating costs until the facilities become financially self-

funding.  The focus of this endeavour is to primarily address the shortfall in housing availability 

for domestic violence victims and non-residents. 

 
Considering a Family Shelter of 100 units with an overall population of 300, we may anticipate that 100 

adults would be with 200 children including mature aged dependants and that the children would range in 

age from 0 to 16 and the mature age dependents would be of any age.  

 

   A 100 unit Family Shelter population: 

   Thus 100 adults 

   with    60 children aged 0 to 6 years 

              60 children aged 7 to 12 years 

              50 children aged 13 to 16 years 

    and  _30 mature aged dependants. 

             300 residents  (3 per unit average) 

 

One counsellor is best engaged with 10 adults or with six mothers and their 10 children when assisting 

those escaping domestic violence.  As a Family Shelter may have 100 adults, with between 60% to 

75% escaping domestic violence, then around 15 counsellors with experiences encapsulating the skills 

called upon may be appropriate for such a community.  These being counsellors with Social Worker 

certificate level IV + PfD in the field of SOCIAL WORK – LIVING FEELINGS FIRST. 
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The Need 

 

The current construction rate of social housing – is a little more than 3,000 dwellings a year! 

Simply preventing the existing problem from getting worse calls for nearly 15,000 extra dwellings a 

year to be built.  That’s a little over 290,000 homes over the next 20 years.  

To eliminate the backlog as well would require an annual program averaging 36,500 units.  This 

would need to begin gradually to build capacity and avoid inflating costs. 

The 2016 census counted 116,000 homeless people across Australia.  Recognising that some would choose 

not to live alone, we estimate that our homeless population implies a need for about 47,000 extra 

dwellings now.  
 

Second, our analysis considers the group whose housing needs are not being met by the market.  These 

households are on very low incomes (excluding student households), in private rental housing, and in rental 

stress – where rent is more than 30% of their earnings.  If you are on a very low income, housing costs of 

this order mean going without other essentials. 
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Social housing across Queensland, there are: 

 more than  21,000 one-bedroom properties,  

 about   18,000 two-bedroom homes,  

 more than  25,000 three-bedroom homes,  

     6,000 four-bedroom homes and 1,000 larger homes. 

 

Consider 1 resident per each one-bedroom unit  30 units    30 residents – single adult 

Consider 3 residents per each two-bedroom unit 30 units    90 residents – single adult 

Consider 4 residents per each three-bedroom unit 30 units  120 residents – single adult 

Consider 6 residents per larger units               _10 units    60 residents  

     Total     100 units  300 residents 

 

              Thus 100 adults 

              with    60 children aged 0 to 6 years 

           60 children aged 7 to 12 years 

           50 children aged 13 to 16 years 

   and  30 mature aged dependants. 

         300 residents 

 

In 2016, more than 116,000 people were estimated to be homeless in Australia: 

 

Where are people staying? 

 Improvised dwellings, tents or sleeping out    7%    (8,200) 

 Supported accommodation for the homeless 18%  (21,235) 

 Staying temporarily with other households  15%  (17,725) 

 Boarding houses     15%  (17,503) 

 Other temporary lodging      1%       (678) 

 “Severely” overcrowded dwellings   44%  (51,088) 

How old are they? 

 Under 12  14%  (15,872) +11% since 2011 

 12-18   10%  (10,913)  

 19-24   15%  (15,325) 

 25-34   18% (19,312) 

 35-44   14%  (14,484) 

 45-54   12%  (12,507) 

 55-64     8%    (8,649) 

 65-74     4%    (4,174) 

 75 and over    2%    (2,028) 

Research by the Australian Housing and Urban Research Institute shows Australia is short 173,000 

affordable dwellings for rent (consider 3 persons per dwelling) to house 520,000, with Sydney short 

60,000 dwellings.   (This is based on data well before the affordable housing shortage crisis of 2023!) 

  

A 100 unit Family Shelter population: 

Thus 100 adults 

with    60 children aged 0 to 6 years 

           60 children aged 7 to 12 years 

           50 children aged 13 to 16 years 

 and  _30 mature aged dependants. 

         300 residents  (3 per unit average) 
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VILLAGEISM 
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Cooperative arrangements within communities may be focused upon small area enterprises 

through to whole of nation endeavours to bring to the global markets high volumes of quality goods 

derived through value adding processes applied to natural resources and regional produce from the 

land, river and sea, encapsulating all elements of farming and animal produce. 

 

Microfinance typically engages a cooperative of around five women when financing home 

enterprises.  A cooperative is particularly useful when local fishermen bring their catches together 

at canneries for preparation to market their fish to foreign markets. 

 

The introduction of ‘Craft Creations’ is to enliven the community’s recognition of their high 

quality traditional skills and then enable their customary craftware to be globally marketed 

through a cooperative of their own making. 

 

This is all about cooperatives to bring to the fore traditional and innate skills that fulfil needs for 

people around the globe, not just the local village.  A cooperative may embrace several nations. 

 

Natural resources that may be used in producing high quality goods in large volumes include: 

 

Forrest logs processed into high quality furniture in volume for large distribution chains. 

Timber offcuts for high strength laminated beams and reconstituted timber products. 

Local building systems utilising local resources for durable housing – local market solutions. 

Hydroponics particularly for produce that is not native to the area and its climate. 

Aquaculture in rivers, estuaries and sea to mitigate depletion of ocean resources. 

Traditional home produce being increased in volume to provide famine relief worldwide. 

Hemp production to be on scale to enable volumes sufficient for manufacturing processing. 

Cocoa, coffee, moringa, sandalwood, tea, vanilla, plus others, cropping to be of commercial scale, 

cooperatively run.  All farming and animal produce come into the equation for cooperatives. 

 

What is available within a region and what may be introduced can now be thoroughly appraised 

and reviewed scientifically through local endeavours and with the support of research organisations 

such as CSIRO of Australia, increasing commercial options and products. 

 

Nothing beats the insight and wisdom of the locals.  Their FEELINGS, as well as our own, are to be 

embraced.  Our feelings are the greatest guide as to how and what we are to embrace.   

 

Education at all levels for all ages is our never ending journey.  How it has been in ages gone by is 

not how it will continue.  Dynamic change is unfolding and for those who embrace change, our 

futures are enticing, for those who don’t they will have difficulties.  We are to embrace and value 

add our natural resources, we are not to rape and pillage our environment, the forests are to 

remain, the rivers clean and our oceans are to restock with fish.   

 

Now is the time for nation building, now we are to embrace self-sufficiency without the need for 

foreign goods and services.  We have all we need within us and within our environment, so let us 

build the way forward for all within our community and show the world how it is to be.  
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http://www.spbdmicrofinance.com/how-it-works  

Microfinance 
SPBD is a network of microfinance organisations working in Samoa, Tonga, Fiji, Solomon Islands and 
Vanuatu dedicated to eradicating poverty by empowering women in poor rural villages with the opportunity to 
start, grow and maintain sustainable, income generating micro-enterprises. 

Philosophy 

SPBD’s philosophy of lending is based on a respect for each individual’s innate human ingenuity, 

drive and self-esteem.  It’s these qualities that make people creditworthy, not the collateral which 

traditional banks demand.  By providing access to capital, SPBD allows women and their families to pursue 

their dreams and achieve their full potential.  We provide the opportunities to empower the poorest 

members of society to make significant improvements in their lives. 

Methodology 
Micro-enterprise Development 

SPBD provides small, unsecured loans of around US$400 to groups of rural women, who invest these loans 

into businesses based on their existing livelihood skills.  They are given training, ongoing guidance and 

motivation for the purpose of helping them to grow these small income generating endeavours so that they 

can work their way out of poverty.  This is a very structured program with clear rules. 

Childhood Education 

From the second loan onwards, members are encouraged to invest the proceeds of their loans for basic 

housing improvement and childhood education.  SPBD helps to ensure the children of all our members 

receive a proper education by providing financing to pay for school fees, school uniforms and textbooks. 

Housing Improvements 

SPBD helps to improve the healthiness of our member’s homes by providing financing for basic housing 

improvements such as obtaining access to electricity, running piped water, proper sanitation, building a 

secure foundation for their home (instead of a dirt floor) and to place a tin roof on their home (instead of a 

grass roof). 

Savings 

It is expensive and difficult for the poor to open bank accounts at traditional commercial banks.  SPBD helps 

our members save for a rainy day and to develop good financial habits by providing a basic savings service.  By 

saving with SPBD, members have a safe and convenient place to make small and regular savings deposits. 

http://www.spbdmicrofinance.com/how-it-works
http://www.spbdmicrofinance.com/spbd-network/samoa
http://www.spbdmicrofinance.com/spbd-network/tonga
http://www.spbdmicrofinance.com/spbd-network/fiji
http://www.spbdmicrofinance.com/spbd-network/solomon-islands
http://www.spbdmicrofinance.com/spbd-network/solomon-islands
http://www.spbdmicrofinance.com/spbd-network/vanuatu
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Insurance 

SPBD offers a loan- and life insurance product to all its members.  In the event of a member’s death, her 

family receives a benefit.  This assurance of no hardship on the remaining family is something that many of 

our members greatly value. 

Peer Group Support 

All SPBD members are part of a self-chosen group of four to seven women.  In each village there might be two 

to five SPBD groups.  The members of the peer groups support and guarantee one another.  They are the first 

line of approval on all new business plans and loan applications of their group members.  They act as weekly 

guarantors on all loan repayments and they play a vital role in the ongoing guidance and motivation of each 

SPBD micro-entrepreneur.  For example, if a client falls ill, her circle helps with her business until she is well.  

If a client gets discouraged, the support group pulls her through.  This contributes substantially to the 

extremely high repayment rate of loans made to microfinance entrepreneurs. 

Weekly Meetings 

SPBD has weekly meetings in the local villages with all its members.  At these meetings all SPBD related 

business takes place, including business training modules, review of business plans, loan applications and 

approvals, weekly loan repayments, savings deposits, and ongoing business mentoring and coaching. 

Competition 

SPBD faces limited direct competition as the commercial- and Development Banks each require collateral or a 

steady income for micro/small business financing.  SPBD is one of the only financial institutions able to 

deliver credit in Samoa, Tonga, or Fiji individually and to provide on a large scale completely unsecured credit 

to the poor.  (Services are opening in other nations, such as Papua New Guinea.) 

Clients 

SPBD serves women living in both rural and peri-urban areas who are vulnerable to the consequences of 

poverty.  These include single mothers, the unemployed, minorities, the poor in health, the disabled, the 

unbanked, and potential victims of domestic violence.  Of the total number of loans distributed: 

 99% go to women 

 80% go to clients living in rural areas 

 40% go to single mothers 
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This outline of the Map of Consciousness spells out the fact that while we live Mind-Centric and 

ignore and suppress our Feelings we cannot pass 499 MoC.  Our mind being in control, as we have 

all been indoctrinated to live, is a glass ceiling.  Humanity cannot heal anything, cannot be 

spontaneous, has no intuitiveness, and is locked into living in the deep hell states.  This is why 

people find themselves in abusive homes, domestic violence, housing stress, homelessness and gross 

difficulties of all kinds.  This is why we are easily manipulated, embrace propaganda and are being 

controlled by a few. 

 

Women are closer to their feelings and that is why the nursing profession hosts a lot of women who 

calibrate a little over 500.  These women are the healers in hospitals.   

 

By aspiring to live Feelings First we are each breaking the glass ceiling and opening our potentials 

to grow in truth and love not only to 1,000 MoC, but to infinity.  This is our destiny. 

 

As communities embrace living Feelings First and having their minds to follow in supporting what 

their feelings are guiding them with, then ALL of the social ills of society will begin to mitigate.  

Please, do you comprehend the importance of what is being shared throughout this document? 

  

700 - 

Enlightenment  

        600 – Peace 

 

 

 
540 – Joy 

Unconditional 

Love 

  500 – Love 

    400 – Reason 

    350 – Acceptance 

    310 – Willingness 

    250 – Neutrality  

            200 - Courage 
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100 – Fear 

  75 – Grief 

  50 – Apathy 
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  20 – Shame   

             Truth 

 

 

Integrity 

 

 

       Falsehood 
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Truth, until now, has been ‘rationalised’ by the 

mind.  The mind cannot discern what truth is.  The 

mind is addicted to untruth as well as control over 

the environment, others and the personality to 

which it is associated with – you and me! 

 

My personal experience is that through the mind, 

assumptions are generally about 98% flawed and 

in error.  The 2% accuracy is from flukes! 

 

You may listen to endless ‘debates’ and 

discussions that may go on for hours and the 

mental hi-jinks are pathetically insane. 

 

When you quietly sit there and use kinesiology muscle 

testing you can resolve what the answer to what is 

being debated in seconds – well minutes in some 

cases. 

 

You may wonder why this is not generally known.  Dr 

David R Hawkins published Power vs Force in 1995.  

Well, it does not suit people that want to keep secrets.  

Further, the process is free – you do not make a profit 

out of it! 

 

What is true and what is false can be determined in 

seconds.  You do not have to read the material, 

document, book or see the movie – you can calibrate the level of truth of anything in seconds.  Not only 

can you determine if something is in truth or not true, but also the level of that truth.  You can calibrate a 

book, then its chapters, then page by page, paragraph, line, whatever you feel is needed by you. 

 

A few followed the secret process of the election of a pope for the Roman Catholic Church.  They 

determined who the front runners were, what the elimination round of voting resolved, then down to the 

final two, who they were, then who won, and then who voted for him and who didn’t.  They had answers 

before the black then white smoke came out of the chimney.  It is not difficult, you can do it. 

 

The focus here on ‘assumptions’ is that a great deal of what we live our lives by is based on assumptions.  

All of these assumptions can now be revisited and the restructuring that will follow will be all embracing.   
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Tutoring Mentoring Others 
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Technical and Further Education 
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Children Tutoring Each Other! 
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EARTH’S HUMANITY 2023 

Our children are expressions of love … until we suppress their true personality 

and with it their expression of love … we degrade our children’s level of 

consciousness to that of our own, they become little ME’s, they absorb our 

emotional injuries and errors of belief and we lock them into a life that is a full 

reflection of our unconsciousness. 

How could this be so? 

Every year there are around 130 million live births.  Every year there are 

around 45 million miscarriages, it takes two to bring about a conception and on 

the 16th day thereafter the heart starts pumping and we have a child that is fully 

incarnated.  The embryo is always perfect.  It is our emotional injuries flooding 

upon the newly forming child that overwhelms its ability to survive through to 

childbirth – it miscarries never to experience a physical existence. 

Further, there are around 45 million abortions each year.  As two people are 

involved, that represents two out of three people born that then go on to abort a 

child.  That is a further demonstration of love – the lack of it. 

There are 60 million girl babies missing in China.  In birthing suites there have 

been buckets of water to address the arrival of a girl child.  In India there are 

also 60 million girl babies missing – demonstrations of lack of love.   

About 7,000,000 children are sexually abused every year in the Philippines 

(population 113 million).  Frequently it is the Filippino children being raped by 

their fathers or uncles.  These men usually are 30 to 40 year old, and do not 

have a stable job.  The scenarios in Indonesia (population 280 million) and India 

(population 1.4 billion) are similar – as it is in a lot of countries. 

This is as difficult to write as it is to read – there is no need to add to this. 

NOW, we have the way to heal ourselves of this generational malaise and begin 

to bring our children into a world of love, support and freedom. 

Please join with us and let us all hold hands and begin as small communities to 

embrace the grace and wisdom that has now been shared with us all so that the 

end of the hidden control and Rebellion and Default is removed from our lives 

and an era of peace and joy can begin to surface for future generations that all 

are to benefit from our humble beginnings. 
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Golden Rule: that one must always honour another’s will as one honours one’s own. 

The Golden rule is:  Never interfere with another’s will. 
 

By living true to ourselves true to our feelings, we are living true to God.  It’s that simple. 

We are to express our feelings, both good and bad, at all times, and to long for the truth of them. 

New Feelings Way:  learning how to live true to ourselves by living true to our feelings. 

God's Divine Love:   Pray for it, ask for it, and receive it. 

To liberate one’s real self, one’s will, driven by one’s soul, moves one to embrace Feeling Healing, 

so as to clear emotional injuries and errors.  With the Divine Love, then one is also Soul Healing.  

We are to feel our feelings, identify what they are, accept and fully acknowledge that we’re feeling 

them, express them fully, all whilst longing for the truth they are to show us. 

 

Highly esteemed Lanonandek spirits from within our local universe of Nebadon were 

assigned as System Sovereigns of our local system to oversee Earth’s humanity and their 

spiritual development.  200,000 years ago they, the Lucifers, became infatuated with their 

authority and turned against the regents of Nebadon, Mary and Jesus, as well as rejecting 

God.  Through their Planetary Princes, also Lanonandek spirits, they had taken the 

humanities of 37 worlds within their local system into their Rebellion.   

 

Through living through our minds, suppressing our feelings, we on Earth will continue to be 

at war with each other, illnesses of all descriptions will continue from our feelings 

suppression, famine and inequalities prevail, control of others is the core of all systems, we 

cannot determine truth from falsehood and life on Earth is a living hell.  We have been 

continually seduced by mind Mansion World spirits and we live life in a stupor – nothing 

more than zombies doing the begging of the evil ones, the rebellious Lanonandek spirits. 

 

Through living through our minds, suppressing our soul based feelings, we have been 

progressively going further and further away from our Heavenly Parents, now to the point 

that we cannot go any further.  Through working cracks in the Universal Contract governing 

the Rebellion and Default, this control has been ended formally as of 31 January 2018.   
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Purpose of our life is to: 

 

Achieve individualisation.  This is truly the moment of our sentient experience beginning.  This occurs at 

the moment of incarnation which is when our newly forming foetus begins to pump blood, usually day 16 

after conception.  From that moment we are beginning to experience life. 

 

We have a life purpose.  We are each a unique personality with individual propensities to experience.  

Should our physical life be cut short then we will go on and have the experiences that we need in the 1st 

spirit Mansion World.  If we miscarry or are aborted then we will become spirit born, be adopted to spirit 

parents and have a similar life to that should we have gone on and lived on Earth. 

 

Presently we are each subjected to Childhood Suppression which we continue on throughout our lives 

suppressing our feelings and our true personality.  This is providing us with unique life experiences as 

this does not typically occur with any other humanities throughout the universes.  Our physical life on 

Earth is mostly very difficult, however this will provide each of us with unique capabilities to aid newly 

emerging humanities on worlds further out into space.  Yes, we have an enormous journey to enjoy. 

 

Our time of death is predetermined.  We often do crazy things – but our life span is predetermined.   

 

What we experience is also predetermined.  A few are to be wealthy and become burdened with 

responsibility.  Many are to be poor and enjoy the freedom without trappings of assets and obligations. 

 

Most will have families while on Earth.  No matter who we are, we will each parent at least three children 

before we can enter the first of the Celestial Heavens.  We are to experience parenting, even though that 

may be when we are in the spirit Mansion Worlds. 

 

We are to live FEELINGS FIRST!  We are to express our feelings, both good and bad, to a companion.  

We are to long / ask for the truth of what our feelings are drawing to our attention.  What enters 

emotionally needs to be expressed emotionally.  Should we long for our Heavenly Mother and Father’s 

Love, then we are also SOUL HEALING.  Our mind is to follow supporting what our feelings are leading 

us to embrace – this is the opposite as to how we have been brought up to live. 

 

As we complete our FEELING HEALING, then and 

only then can we connect with our Soul Partner who 

is always of the opposite sex.  Our soul is a duplex 

that manifests two personalities.  And we can grow to 

interact with our Nature Spirits and Spirit Guides! 
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We enable awareness so that people and communities 

may profoundly grow their lives, livelihoods and 

exponentially enhance their futures. 

 

Empowerment is by:  

the New Way:  Learning how to live true to ourselves by living true to 

our feelings; 

enabling the true liberation of women through the truth of their 

feelings; 

assisting urban as well as remote and rural communities with access 

to truth through all levels and forms of education;  

supporting delivery of quality and accessible healthcare;  

improving opportunities for and the safety of all, especially women 

and children;  

and fostering a new era of leadership and leaders.  

  

 PASCAS FOUNDATION (Aust) Ltd 
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